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NATIONAL BESTSELLER • “Captivating . . . The McCaffreys are well known for their brilliant

characterizations, and they do not disappoint here.”—BooklistIn Fort Hold, a clutch of fire-lizard

eggs is about to hatch, and Lord Bemin’s beautiful young daughter, Koriana, is determined to

Impress one of the delightful creatures. At the hatching, apprentice harper Kindan Impresses a

fire-lizard of his own . . . and wins the heart of Koriana. But Lord Bemin mistrusts harpers and

will not hear of a match between his daughter and the low-born Kindan. Then fate intervenes in

the form of a virulent plague as fast-spreading as it is deadly. Arising suddenly, as if out of

nowhere, the contagion decimates hold after hold, paying no heed to distinctions of birth. In

this feverish crucible, friendship and love will be tested to the breaking point and beyond. For

with Threadfall scant years away, the Dragonriders dare not expose themselves to infection,

and it will fall to Kindan and his fellow apprentices to bravely search for a cure and save

humanity. “Strong storytelling and compelling drama, along with memorable characters.”—

Library Journal

Praise for Anne McCaffrey and Todd McCaffreyDragon’s Fire“The McCaffreys’ second fire-

breathing collaboration . . . proves why these fabled dragons still cast a spell.”–Publishers

Weekly“Grittier than the early parts of the series; Todd’s apparently brought a wider, more

current worldview to Pern.”–The San Diego Union-TribuneDragon’s Kin“Superb storytelling . . .

essential for Pern fans of all ages.”–Library Journal (starred review)“A guaranteed pleaser [in]

one of SF’s most splendid and longest-lived sagas.”–BooklistFrom the Hardcover edition.From

Publishers WeeklyAs a terrible plague sweeps Pern, a brave Harper apprentice emerges as a

true hero in this satisfying third collaboration between McCaffrey mère and fils (after 2006's

Dragon's Fire). The danger this time is not the deadly Thread but a virulent disease, similar to

our world's 1918 influenza epidemic or the more recent outbreaks of SARS. Kindan, a young

apprentice of the Harpers' Guild who's dedicated to music, education and healing, had hoped

to become a dragonrider, but failed to bond with a dragon at the last hatching. Then his

education and budding romance with a lord's daughter are disrupted by the epidemic, which

poses a particular threat to the dragons and dragonriders who will be needed to fight the

approaching Thread. The McCaffreys depict the crisis vividly, with enough detail to make the

tragedy all too real and with enough hope to keep fantasy fans happy. (Dec.)Copyright © Reed

Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorAnne McCaffrey, the Hugo Award-winning

author of the bestselling Dragonriders of Pern® novels, is one of science fiction’s most popular

authors. With Elizabeth Ann Scarborough she co-authored Changelings and Maelstrom, Books

One and Two of The Twins of Petaybee. McCaffrey lives in a house of her own design,

Dragonhold-Underhill, in County Wicklow, Ireland.Todd McCaffrey is the bestselling author of

the Pern novels Dragonsblood and Dragonheart, and the co-author, with his mother, Anne

McCaffrey, of Dragon’s Kin, Dragon’s Fire, and Dragon Harper. A computer engineer, he

currently lives in Los Angeles. Having grown up in Ireland with the epic of the Dragonriders of

Pern,® he is burst-ing with ideas for new stories of that world, its people, and its dragons.Audie

award winner Susan Ericksen performs on the East Coast on stage and television. She also

appears regularly with the Hope College Summer Repertory Company, of which her husband

David Colacci, another Brilliance Audio narrator, is artistic director. Susan has recorded over 90



titles for Brilliance Audio, including J. D. Robb's In Death series. --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.From AudioFileKindan feels like he's on the top of the world. Life as an

apprentice at Harper Hall is good. He's friends with dragons and dragon riders, and he seems

on track to go to the Bendon Weyr when he becomes a journeyman. Finally, a clutch of fire

lizards is about to hatch! Then rumors of illness begin, and too soon Pern is under the pall of a

dreadful plague. Susan Ericksen conveys the naïveté that helps Kindan succeed in aiding his

people amid the epidemic. She picks up the pace as his exuberance moves him forward and

becomes more somber as he is worn down by tending the sick and witnessing so many deaths

around him. J.E.M. © AudioFile 2008, Portland, Maine-- Copyright © AudioFile, Portland, Maine

--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All

rights reserved.CHAPTER IPut this on,” D’vin said to Cristov as they rushed to the Hatching

Grounds. The white robe was the traditional garb for candidates, as every child on Pern knew

from the Teaching Ballads.Cristov suddenly realized that his heart was racing, his throat dry. In

not much longer than it took D’vin’s bronze dragon to go between—no more time than it took to

cough three times—Cristov went from being a miner recovering from an injury to being a

candidate for a Hatching.This can’t be happening, he thought. It should have been Pellar.Pellar

was the mute Harper who had rescued Cristov when his mine had collapsed, had saved

Cristov when Tenim had purposely exploded the old firestone mine, and who had had a fire-

lizard before Tenim’s hunting bird had killed it—and had nearly killed Pellar, as well.Pellar

deserved to be a candidate . . . but Pellar had insisted upon remaining at the newly named Fire

Hold to help the young holdless girl, Halla, manage the Shunned of Pern to redeem their honor

by mining the firestone of Pern.“Cristov!” The voice, close by his ear, startled him. “You’re here!

Excellent!”Cristov’s eyes widened as he recognized Kindan. Turns back, he and Kindan had

been enemies. Back then, Cristov had despised watch-whers, just as he’d been taught by his

father. Kindan’s father had been a wherhandler, a person bonded to the ugly night-loving

creatures who were only distant cousins to the great dragons that protected Pern. Infected by

his father’s attitudes, Cristov had despised Kindan, and they’d fought many times as

youngsters. In the end, however, Cristov had realized that it was Kindan who had been right

and his father who had been wrong—and Cristov had found himself, at an early age, making a

grown man’s choice and doing what was right instead of what was expected. He’d even come

to regard the ugly watch-whers with respect bordering on awe. And now he greeted Kindan

with a huge grin.Kindan saw the robe clasped in Cristov’s hand and his eyebrows rose. He held

up his hand and showed Cristov that he, too, had the white robe of a candidate.“Great, we can

go together,” he said to Cristov, as he pulled his robe over his head and tied it with the white

belt.“I thought you wanted to be a harper,” Cristov said in surprise.“Harpers can be

dragonriders, too,” Kindan replied with a big grin.“You’ll be certain to Impress, after your watch-

wher,” Cristov said. “Probably a bronze, too!”Kindan shook his head. “I’ll just be happy to

Impress,” he replied. “I’ll leave the bronzes to you.”“Cristov, Kindan, hurry!”They both turned

and saw Sonia, the healer’s daughter, also dressed in white robes. “Oh, I do hope that egg’s a

queen!”Cristov knew that Sonia had been eyeing the funnily marked egg on the Hatching

Grounds for some time. Traditionally, though, the queen dragon would carefully push aside any

queen eggs, and Jessala’s Garirth hadn’t done so.In fact, the egg looked so odd that the

Weyr’s healer, Sonia’s father S’son, had been asked to examine it to be sure it was

whole.Garirth was so old that her gold hide was a mere pale yellow, and Jessala, her rider, was

so pained with age that she rarely moved from her quarters. It was entirely possible that age

had caused this egg to have come out wrong somehow. But S’son had declared it fine.D’vin

gestured for them to go forward, saying, “I’ll watch from the stands!”Together the three moved



to join the other candidates on the Hatching Grounds.There were only twenty-three eggs on

the Grounds. Cristov had learned that traditionally a queen would lay as few as thirty and as

many as forty or more eggs. That Garirth had lain so few was a further indication of her

extreme age.Sonia, who had been examining the other candidates carefully, groaned. “There

aren’t enough candidates! There are only twenty boys and twenty-two eggs. And there are no

other girls, either.”A rush of cold air from dragon wings startled them and they turned to see a

smattering of boys and girls rush forward, dressed in white robes.“Those are Benden colors,”

Sonia said, pointing to a dragonrider waving in the distance. “B’ralar must have sent for

them.”“It’s M’tal!” Kindan exclaimed, waving excitedly to the Benden Weyrleader. M’tal waved

back and gave him a thumbs-up for good luck.“What if one of the Benden girls Impresses the

queen?” Cristov asked.“She’ll stay here,” Sonia said. “But I wouldn’t be surprised if she found

herself Weyrwoman at the moment of Hatching.” She cast a worried look at Garirth, whose

head lolled listlessly on the ground beyond them. “I think Garirth and Jessala are only waiting

for the hatchlings before they go between forever; they’re both so tired with age.” --This text

refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From BooklistIn this sequel to Dragon’s Fire (2006),

young Kindan is now a Harper Hall apprentice and proud owner of a fire lizard. Hall, Hold, and

Weyr (three sections of Pernese society) are threatened by a deadly plague, and Kindan and

his fellow apprentices are racing to find the cure before the Third Pass begins. In a smooth,

clear reading that is somewhat lacking in intensity, Ericksen does not create distinct voices for

each character. Series fans, however, will undoubtedly have no trouble identifying the principal

players. Featuring a large cast of adolescent characters, this coming-of-age tale is suggested

where earlier Pern titles by the McCaffreys (mother and son) are popular. --Jessica Moyer --

This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Dragon Harper is a work of fiction. Names, places, and incidents either are products of the

authors’ imagination or are used fictitiously.Copyright © 2007 by Anne McCaffrey and Todd J.

McCaffreyPublished in the United States by Del Rey Books, an imprint of The Random House

Publishing Group, a division of Random House, Inc., New York.DEL REY is a registered

trademark and the Del Rey colophon is a trademark of Random House, Inc.LIBRARY OF
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PERSONAEAT THE HARPER HALLMurenny, Masterharper of PernBiddle,

VoicemasterCaldazon, Instrument MasterLenner, Masterhealer of PernSelora, head

cookJourneymen:Issak, Tenelin, GerrinApprentices:Kindan, Nonala, Kelsa, Verilan, VaxoramAT

FORT HOLDBemin, Lord HolderSannora, Lady HolderSemin, Bannor, their sonsKoriana,

Fiona, their daughtersAT THE WHERHOLDAleesa, Whermaster, queen AleeskMikal, ex-

dragonriderArella, Aleesa’s daughterJaythen, whermanAT BENDEN WEYRM’tal, Weyrleader

of Benden Weyr, bronze dragon GaminthSalina, Weyrwoman, queen dragon BrethAT ISTA

WEYRC’rion, WeyrleaderJ’lantir, Wingleader, bronze LolanthJ’trel, blue rider,

TalithPROLOGUEDragon’s heart,Dragon’s fire,Rider true,Fly higher.ISTA WEYR,AFTER

LANDING (AL) 495.4J’lantir’s brows were thick, gathered like thunderclouds as he glowered at

his wing riders. He had called them to his quarters and met them in Lolanth’s weyr. The

presence of his bronze dragon, eyes whirling menacingly red, left his wing riders in no doubt as

to his mood.“A sevenday!” he bellowed. “You’ve been missing for a whole sevenday.”He glared

at each one in turn, ending with J’trel and his partner, K’nad. J’trel, J’lantir guessed, would say

nothing, but K’nad looked both too nervous and too—amused?Every rider had bags under his

eyes as though he had been without sleep for the whole sevenday. Young J’lian was leaning

against V’sog, who himself looked only barely able to stand. M’jial and B’zim surreptitiously

supported the other two.L’cal’s frown was severe and directed toward the rest of the wing, but

beneath his bushy eyebrows, the eldest rider maintained a stoic silence.Cavorting and carrying

on, no doubt, J’lantir thought sourly. Their dragons looked even worse, pale and exhausted.

J’lantir had never heard of dragons becoming exhausted because of their riders’ antics. He

narrowed his eyes as he looked more carefully at K’nad. The man had a tan!“Where were you

all this time?” J’lantir growled. K’nad dropped his head, shaking it slowly. J’lantir pursed his lips

sourly and peered along the rest of the line of men that comprised his missing wing. “Where

were all of you?”He scanned the line, looking for someone who might answer.“We were on an

important mission,” J’trel said finally. The others looked at him and nodded in relief.“Very

important,” K’nad added with a confirming nod.“So important that I didn’t know about it?” J’lantir

asked in scathing tones.K’nad gave him a confused look and was about to answer when J’trel

nudged him, shaking his head.“He said he wouldn’t believe us, remember?” J’trel whispered to

K’nad in a voice not so quiet that J’lantir didn’t hear him.K’nad drew strength from his partner’s



words and looked J’lantir in the eye. “You said not to tell until the time was right.”“I said?” J’lantir

bellowed back, causing K’nad to wilt once more.“I don’t recall saying anything of the sort,”

J’lantir continued when it was obvious that K’nad had gone back into his shell. “I’ll tell you what

I think,” he said to his riders. “I think you’ve all gone off someplace and had far too much to

drink and can’t tell yesterday from today.”Half his riders gave him startled looks as though he’d

been reading their minds.“And so, to sort this out,” he continued, “we’ll be drilling today.”“Could

we do recognition points?” K’nad piped up suddenly. The rest of the wing glanced his way and

then murmured in agreement.J’lantir couldn’t believe it. He could never get his wing to drill on

recognition points.“From all around Pern?” J’trel added. “We’d like that.”“You would, would

you?” J’lantir said sourly. That was exactly what he’d planned to do with his wing to teach them

a lesson. Well, several lessons. Drilling in recognition points was tiring, dull work that

dragonriders usually preferred to avoid. He was surprised that his riders were so eager for the

work and a little suspicious. But, as he had no other plans sufficiently punitive in mind, he could

only assent.“All around Pern, eh?” he repeated. “Just remember that you asked for it.”“Could

we feed the dragons first?” K’nad asked. “They’re very hungry.”“Hmmm,” J’lantir murmured. The

dragons had been fed the day before. Dragons typically ate only once a week. He glanced

again at his wing riders and noticed how tired they were. He glared at J’trel, but the blue rider

merely shrugged. There was no sense in punishing the dragons for their riders’ lapses, J’lantir

decided. “Very well, you can feed your dragons and rest for the remainder of today.”His riders

gave him astonished and grateful looks.“Tomorrow,” he continued, “before first light, we’ll start

drilling on recognition points.”J’lantir turned and stalked off, already anticipating a grilling from

Weyrleader C’rion—wingleaders were not supposed to lose their wings for a sevenday. As it

was, he didn’t bother to turn back again when one of his riders murmured, “He said he’d be like

this.”And another answered, “But it was worth it.”CHAPTER 1White robe, high hopesHatching

Grounds, tight throatsSands heat, eggs moveShells crack, hearts prove.HIGH REACHES

WEYR,AL 495.8Put this on,” D’vin said to Cristov as they rushed to the Hatching Grounds. The

white robe was the traditional garb for candidates, as every child on Pern knew from the

Teaching Ballads.Cristov suddenly realized that his heart was racing, his throat dry. In not

much longer than it took D’vin’s bronze dragon to go between—no more time than it took to

cough three times—Cristov went from being a miner recovering from an injury to being a

candidate for a Hatching.This can’t be happening, he thought. It should have been Pellar.Pellar

was the mute Harper who had rescued Cristov when his mine had collapsed, had saved

Cristov when Tenim had purposely exploded the old firestone mine, and who had had a fire-

lizard before Tenim’s hunting bird had killed it—and had nearly killed Pellar, as well.Pellar

deserved to be a candidate … but Pellar had insisted upon remaining at the newly named Fire

Hold to help the young holdless girl, Halla, manage the Shunned of Pern to redeem their honor

by mining the firestone of Pern.“Cristov!” The voice, close by his ear, startled him. “You’re here!

Excellent!”Cristov’s eyes widened as he recognized Kindan. Turns back, he and Kindan had

been enemies. Back then, Cristov had despised watch-whers, just as he’d been taught by his

father. Kindan’s father had been a wherhandler, a person bonded to the ugly night-loving

creatures who were only distant cousins to the great dragons that protected Pern. Infected by

his father’s attitudes, Cristov had despised Kindan, and they’d fought many times as

youngsters. In the end, however, Cristov had realized that it was Kindan who had been right

and his father who had been wrong—and Cristov had found himself, at an early age, making a

grown man’s choice and doing what was right instead of what was expected. He’d even come

to regard the ugly watch-whers with respect bordering on awe. And now he greeted Kindan

with a huge grin.Kindan saw the robe clasped in Cristov’s hand and his eyebrows rose. He held



up his hand and showed Cristov that he, too, had the white robe of a candidate.“Great, we can

go together,” he said to Cristov, as he pulled his robe over his head and tied it with the white

belt.“I thought you wanted to be a harper,” Cristov said in surprise.“Harpers can be

dragonriders, too,” Kindan replied with a big grin.“You’ll be certain to Impress, after your watch-

wher,” Cristov said. “Probably a bronze, too!”Kindan shook his head. “I’ll just be happy to

Impress,” he replied. “I’ll leave the bronzes to you.”“Cristov, Kindan, hurry!”They both turned

and saw Sonia, the healer’s daughter, also dressed in white robes. “Oh, I do hope that egg’s a

queen!”Cristov knew that Sonia had been eyeing the funnily marked egg on the Hatching

Grounds for some time. Traditionally, though, the queen dragon would carefully push aside any

queen eggs, and Jessala’s Garirth hadn’t done so.In fact, the egg looked so odd that the

Weyr’s Healer, Sonia’s father S’son, had been asked to examine it to be sure it was

whole.Garirth was so old that her gold hide was a mere pale yellow, and Jessala, her rider, was

so pained with age that she rarely moved from her quarters. It was entirely possible that age

had caused this egg to have come out wrong somehow. But S’son had declared it fine.D’vin

gestured for them to go forward, saying, “I’ll watch from the stands!”Together the three moved

to join the other candidates on the Hatching Grounds.There were only twenty-three eggs on

the Grounds. Cristov had learned that traditionally a queen would lay as few as thirty and as

many as forty or more eggs. That Garirth had lain so few was a further indication of her

extreme age.Sonia, who had been examining the other candidates carefully, groaned. “There

aren’t enough candidates! There are only twenty boys and twenty-two eggs. And there are no

other girls, either.”A rush of cold air from dragon wings startled them and they turned to see a

smattering of boys and girls rush forward, dressed in white robes.“Those are Benden colors,”

Sonia said, pointing to a dragonrider waving in the distance. “B’ralar must have sent for

them.”“It’s M’tal!” Kindan exclaimed, waving excitedly to the Benden Weyrleader. M’tal waved

back and gave him a thumbs-up for good luck.“What if one of the Benden girls Impresses the

queen?” Cristov asked.“She’ll stay here,” Sonia said. “But I wouldn’t be surprised if she found

herself Weyrwoman at the moment of Hatching.” She cast a worried look at Garirth, whose

head lolled listlessly on the ground beyond them. “I think Garirth and Jessala are only waiting

for the hatchlings before they go between forever; they’re both so tired with age.”The humming

noise of the dragons rose louder. Cristov felt the sound in his very bones, reverberating. The

noise was so loud it should have been deafening, yet Cristov felt no fear.“Over here!” Sonia

called to the other girls, waving toward the strange egg. They gave her a surprised look before

joining her. To herself she muttered, “Whew! I was afraid the queen wouldn’t have a decent

choice!”“We’re supposed to be over there,” Kindan said to Cristov, gesturing to the other boys

clustered in the distance.“I shouldn’t be here,” Cristov said. “I’m a miner.”Kindan shook his head

and told him feelingly, “More than anyone you should be here, Cristov. You earned the right and

you were Searched.”Cristov started to explain that D’vin had come for Pellar, not him, but

Kindan shushed him. “Look!”Cristov saw that the eggs were now rocking from side to side. One

of them had a crack in it, then another, then a third. Cristov thought like a miner, imagining the

blows required to break the shell. But suddenly he squinted, perplexed—the shells were

cracking far more than he thought natural. He’d rapped one of the shells himself on the

Hatching Grounds, and he’d held an old bit of shell in his hands, so he knew its strength.And

yet now the shells were shattering rapidly, and, strangely, Cristov started to get the feel for

which shell would crack next. Something about the dragons’ humming. It was as if their

humming was helping the hatchlings. As if, Cristov realized suddenly, the dragons’ humming

resonated with the shells themselves.The dragons’ pitch increased just before one hatchling

broke his shell in half and burst forth. Cristov started to take a nervous step backward but



found Kindan’s hand on his arm.“They’re scared,” Kindan said. “They’re just little and they’re

frightened.”Cristov could see that it was true. Even though the brown hatchling towered over

Cristov, he could see that it was frightened. It creeled sharply as it searched among the

candidates and then—it found its mate. Cristov saw the look of glowing astonishment on the

youngster’s face, the look of fear breaking into a huge grin as boy and dragon were united in a

bond that only death could break.“You are the most beautiful dragon on all Pern, Finderth,” the

youngster cried aloud as he grabbed the wobbly brown dragonet in a great hug.Kindan waved

at the boy, calling, “Well done, Jander!” Then he blushed and corrected himself: “I mean,

J’der.”But not everything went well. Some of the Benden lads were too frightened and didn’t

move out of the way of a creeling green. One youth was brutally trampled and tossed aside by

the green’s awkward stumbling to lie in a bloody heap nearly a dragonlength away.“Look out!”

Kindan called, prodding Cristov as a baby bronze came their way, searching among the

candidates for its mate. It tore past them and then stopped, crying piteously.Cristov

remembered what D’vin had said would happen if there was no candidate for a hatchling: It will

go between forever.“Come on,” he said, tugging at Kindan. They couldn’t let the bronze

hatchling get away. But Kindan was gazing across the Hatching Grounds, saying, “Look,

Sonia’s egg is hatching!”Urgently, Cristov sidestepped around Kindan and raced up to the

forlorn bronze. He grabbed its tail and yanked. “Back here,” he shouted desperately. “We’re

back here!”There you are! a voice said suddenly. The dragon’s whirling eyes were looking right

at him. I’ve been looking for you.“It’s a queen,” Kindan shouted over his shoulder, unaware of

the drama that was unfolding behind him. “And it looks—yes, Sonia has Impressed the queen.

Cristov—” And then Kindan finally turned to look over his shoulder.The grin on his face slipped

as his mind was flooded with memories of Kisk, the green watch-wher he had once shared a

bond with. He swallowed hard and squared his shoulders. I gave her up, he reminded himself,

wondering if perhaps that rendered him undesirable to the hatchlings.Briefly Cristov recalled

Nuella’s brilliant smile as Kindan encouraged her to ride the watch-wher between to the cave-in

that had trapped her father, brother, and eight other miners. Only blind Nuella could have

visualized the image needed to guide the heat-seeing watch-wher safely. So giving Kisk to her

had been a good decision, everyone had agreed. And it meant that Kindan wasn’t trapped

forever in the mines with a watch-wher. He was free to become a harper, maybe even a

dragonrider … but not this time. He shook himself out of his reverie.“C’tov?” he asked, using

the honorific contraction for the first time. “What’s your dragon’s name?”The other lad’s eyes

shone with a brilliance that Kindan had never seen before.“My dragon?” Cristov repeated in

surprise. He turned to the bronze hatchling in silent communion. “His name is

Sereth.”“Congratulations, dragonrider,” Kindan said firmly, reaching forward to slap C’tov on the

shoulder.A hideous sound erupted behind them and they all turned. Garirth was upright, her

multifaceted eyes whirling in a frantic red. She let out one more despairing wail and then was

gone forever, between.Kindan bowed his head. Jessala was no more, or her dragon wouldn’t

have departed so dramatically. The two had survived long enough to see the hatchlings

Impressed. Whether it was the joy or the burden of extreme age that finally overwhelmed the

queen’s rider did not matter—the Weyrwoman of High Reaches Weyr was dead. When he

raised his head again, he turned to Sonia and her young queen dragon. Sonia was now the

Weyrwoman.All the eggs had hatched. There were none left for him.“Forgive me, C’tov,” Kindan

said, bowing to his friend, “but I think I’d best get my gear. There will be much harpering

tonight, and Master Murenny will want to be informed of the news.”C’tov nodded absently, his

attention focused exclusively on the most amazing, marvelous, and brilliant creature beside

him.M’tal sent for Benden’s Weyrwoman, Salina, as soon as Garirth went between. The events



of the evening would have been a trial to anyone, and the new High Reaches Weyrwoman was

a young lass. He made his way down the stands into the Hatching Grounds, where he could

see B’ralar slumped against a wall. Before he could reach him, however, he saw a lad in white

robes running toward the bereft High Reaches Weyrleader, carrying a flask of wine and several

glasses precariously in his hands. M’tal recognized Kindan. With a bow and flourish, the lad

poured B’ralar a hefty glass of wine.M’tal nodded approvingly as he headed over to join them;

the lad obviously had a good head on his shoulders. It was a pity he hadn’t Impressed at this

Hatching, M’tal thought, but it was obvious that Kindan was more than suitable—surely it would

only be a matter of time before he met the right hatchling.Kindan smiled when he saw M’tal

and brandished a glass in his direction.“No,” M’tal said, waving aside the proffered glass. “It will

be a long night, I’m afraid.” To B’ralar he said, “I grieve for your loss. May I offer my arm and my

aid to you and your Weyr?”B’ralar forced his eyes to focus long enough to recognize M’tal and

then he nodded silently, reaching out a feeble hand to the Benden Weyrleader. “She was

everything to me.”A rush of cold air disturbed them and then Salina, newly arrived from

Benden, rushed forward and grabbed B’ralar’s other hand.“She was a gracious lady,” Salina

told him. “Let me escort you to your quarters.”“But—”M’tal raised a hand to deflect anything

that B’ralar might say. “Rest easy tonight.” He grinned toward Kindan. “Between harper and

weyr, we’ll see to High Reaches’ comfort.”A fleeting smile crossed B’ralar’s lips and then he

bowed his head, letting Salina lead him away.M’tal was busy for the rest of the evening. And

every time he had a chance to pause in his consolation of the distraught High Reaches riders,

he heard the voice of Kindan singing a soothing song or playing a spritely melody on the pipes.

Wine flowed freely and M’tal was not surprised to see the Benden mark on many of the casks

that littered the tables, nor was he surprised to learn from a chance remark that Kindan had

requested it.It was very late when the last of the wearied and wined dragonriders faded off to

sleep, the weyrlings all in their quarters, and the community of High Reaches Weyr ready to

recover from the loss of its only adult queen dragon.It was so late that M’tal was quite

surprised, as he stifled a yawn, to recognize the sound of Kindan’s voice singing a slightly off-

color lullaby. M’tal remembered the look on Kindan’s face earlier that evening and sought him

out.“There will be other Hatchings,” M’tal told him, grabbing the lad’s shoulder and shaking it

affectionately.Kindan was too tired not to answer honestly. “I’m an apprentice at the Harper

Hall; I doubt I’ll see many.”“Weyrs have harpers, too,” M’tal reminded him.“Journeymen, not

apprentices, my lord,” Kindan said resignedly.“If you’re willing, then,” M’tal declared, “when you

become a journeyman harper, I’ll ask for you at Benden Weyr.”CHAPTER 2They waited for

their hatchlingsLined up on the sandThey waited for the younglingsTo leave hand in

hand.HIGH REACHES WEYRWith his small roll of clothes packed tightly into his carisak,

Kindan waited anxiously in the High Reaches Weyr Bowl the next morning while Weyrleader

M’tal and D’vin, the bronze rider who had flown for High Reaches in the All-Weyr Games,

conversed animatedly nearby.Kindan knew that they were arguing over which one should bring

him back to the Harper Hall. He was hoping that it would be M’tal, because then Kindan could

believe that the Benden Weyrleader had remembered and not regretted his promise from the

night before. Surely, if M’tal accompanied him, the Weyrleader would mention his intentions to

Master Murenny. What would it be like, Kindan wondered, to be a harper for a Weyr? In all his

wildest imaginings, he had never hoped for more than to return to a small hold like Camp

Natalon or a smaller holding. But a Weyr!A creeling sound distracted him; it was immediately

amplified by the noise of other disturbed hatchlings, and he turned his gaze to the weyrling

barracks. He caught flashes of movement and found himself stifling a sigh along with another

thought: What would it have been like to wake up in the weyrling quarters?Kindan frowned and



turned his eyes back to the dragonriders. The thought of waking up in the weyrling quarters

had scared him and he wanted to distract himself from that. Why would Impressing a dragon

scare him?It seemed that his gaze was felt by M’tal and D’vin, for they turned to look at him.“I’ll

take my farewells, Kindan,” M’tal said. “I’ve work to attend to. D’vin will return you to the Harper

Hall.”Kindan drew himself up and bowed. “Weyrleader.”M’tal growled and rushed toward

Kindan, grabbing him in a great hug. “Don’t think you’ll get away with that!” he said and held

Kindan tightly. For a moment Kindan tensed, then relaxed, realizing in a burst of clarity that

M’tal truly appreciated him. Kindan also realized how much he missed the rare hugs that his

father, Danil, had given him. M’tal was taller and more lithe than his father but, still …“If you’re

ready,” D’vin said drolly. But there was a twinkle in his eyes.M’tal stepped back, looked Kindan

in the eyes, and raised a hand to point at him. “Don’t forget what I said.”Kindan couldn’t help

keep the surprise out of his voice as he asked, “You meant it?”“Of course,” M’tal said. “A

dragonrider lives by his word.” He stepped close again and clapped Kindan on the shoulder.

“Rather like a harper.”Kindan was so thrilled he could barely nod. M’tal gave him one final

measuring look and turned, striding over to his bronze Gaminth.“Don’t take too long!” M’tal

called as the bronze dragon leapt into the skies above High Reaches Weyr. Then, in a blink,

dragon and rider were gone, between.“Let’s go,” D’vin said brusquely to Kindan.“Yes, my lord,”

Kindan replied, tightening his hold on his sak and following the impatient Wingleader.It seemed

only a moment before they, too, were hovering high over the Weyr. Kindan dared himself to

peer down over the dragon’s neck, and saw the small dots that were weyrfolk starting their

daily chores and the larger dragons, looking smaller than fire-lizards, moving to the Weyr’s

lake. And then, without warning, Kindan found himself engulfed in an oppressive darkness. His

whole body was cold and he could hear nothing, feel nothing but the beating of his

heart.Between. The black nothingness that dragons—and watch-whers—could traverse from

one place to another in the time it took to cough three times.Light burst upon him, assaulting

his eyes at the same time that his ears were filled with reassuring sound. Before he could even

adjust from the change, Kindan felt himself falling as the bronze dragon dropped down swiftly

to the ground below.A jolt informed him that they had landed.“I cannot tarry,” D’vin said, craning

his neck around to peer at Kindan. “Sonia will need help. I will trust you to enlighten the

Masterharper.”Kindan nodded hastily, still grappling with D’vin’s interesting choice of words.“Fly

well,” D’vin said, extending a hand.Kindan took it and nearly fell as D’vin urged him over the

dragon’s neck.“Fly high, my lord,” Kindan called back formally. D’vin gaped at him for a moment

in surprise at Kindan’s eloquence, then shook the expression off his face and gave Kindan a

curt nod and a slight wave.The bronze dragon leapt into the air and was between once more

before it had climbed a full dragonlength.It was only when D’vin and his bronze had departed

that Kindan took in the morning around him. The sun was above the horizon, but there was still

dew on the grass. The noises of Fort were muffled and sleepy, while those of the Harper Hall

were—“Get out of the way!” a voice called to him. Kindan looked up and jumped aside as a

group of apprentices barreled past him. They were on their morning run. The voice belonged to

Vaxoram, the senior apprentice.Kindan hadn’t liked Vaxoram when they first met and the

feeling was mutual. Vaxoram had made it a project to torment Verilan, the youngest

apprentice.Verilan was extraordinarily talented at scribing and researching in the Records.

Kindan knew that it was only the boy’s young age that held him back from walking the tables

and becoming a journeyman. Even the prickly Master Archivist, Resler, had a soft spot for

Verilan, and Kindan suspected that Verilan felt the same affection, the two being kindred

spirits.That respect irked Vaxoram even more, as his own handwriting was a point of shame for

the entire hall.When Kindan first found out about the bullying that Vaxoram had condoned or



even initiated against Verilan, he took action. He was careful not to be caught, but soon those

who were tormenting Verilan found themselves tormented—with extra chores and duties.

Kindan had even managed to get Vaxoram caught and given a week’s extra duties.Of course,

while the bullies were never certain who was getting them back, trapping them in their traps

and arranging for their pranks to be discovered, they suspected Kindan and unleashed their full

wrath on him.For the next three months, Kindan had felt every day that he should just leave the

Harper Hall. But he hadn’t, because he was certain that if he did, Verilan would be the next to

suffer.Things changed for the worse with the arrival of Nonala, the second girl apprentice in

twenty Turns.The first girl apprentice had been Kelsa, a talented songwriter who had arrived

nearly a full Turn before and had quickly become Kindan’s second-best friend after Verilan.

Kelsa was prickly, blunt, and gawky, but those traits were overshadowed by her honesty and

her kindness.She was also shy, at least initially. So when she first arrived at the Harper Hall,

she had been only too willing to accept the suggestion that she sleep with the kitchen

staff.“After all,” she had said reasonably to Kindan when he’d questioned her, “it’s not like there

are other girl harpers.”“I don’t know,” Kindan said mulishly. “It seems to me if you’re an

apprentice, you should be in the apprentice dormitory.”“Vaxoram wouldn’t like that, I’m sure,”

Kelsa had replied, grimacing. “And I don’t need to upset him any more than I already

have.”Kindan had nodded in reluctant agreement. Kelsa’s ability to write songs had been met

with praise by everyone—except Vaxoram, who had no ability in that area. If Kelsa were any

less talented or more arrogant, Kindan might have agreed with the senior apprentice that a girl

didn’t belong among harpers … but her songs were just too good.“What will you do if another

girl is apprenticed?” Kindan had asked.“Well,” Kelsa had replied thoughtfully, “that will be

different.”Nonala came from Southern Boll, recommended by the harper there for her amazing

voice and its range. Nonala was not much older than Verilan, having nearly twelve Turns to his

ten.“There’s a new apprentice,” Kindan had called to Kelsa as they entered the second class of

the day. If there was one thing Kindan was good at, it was knowing what was going on in the

Harper Hall.“Great!” Kelsa replied. Then she took in Kindan’s expression and gave him a

probing look. “What’s so funny?”“She’s a girl,” Kindan said, grinning at her. “I imagine it’ll get

rather cramped in with the cooks.”Kelsa snorted. “She won’t be staying with the

cooks.”“Really?”“Really,” Kelsa told him. She beckoned for him to come closer as the other

apprentices rushed into the classroom.“Here’s what you’ll do,” she said, then pulled his head

close to her mouth. Kindan listened with growing astonishment.“By the First Egg, no!” he

exclaimed when she finished.Kelsa gave him a knowing look. “Oh, you’ll do it.”“And what

makes you say so?” Kindan wondered. “Vaxoram will having me chasing down tunnel snakes

—”“You’ll do it,” Kelsa repeated firmly. “You’ll do it because you know it’s right.” She pushed him

toward their classroom. “Don’t say anything now, we’re late.”“I can’t do it all on my own,” Kindan

complained.“Of course not.” Kelsa’s response was in such an agreeable tone that Kindan’s

further protests faltered in shock. “Get Verilan to help,” she added with a grin. When Kindan

drew breath for another protest, Kelsa continued, “And I’ll help.” She glanced toward the kitchen

quarters and shivered. “I’ll be glad to get out of there—all they talk about is cooking!”By

evening everything was ready. With Verilan’s help, Kindan and Kelsa had put up a sturdy

canvas partition separating the back corner of the large apprentice dormitory from the rest.

Inside they placed one of the bunk beds and a chest of drawers.The older apprentices were at

first wary, then irate that they had to change their lifestyle to accommodate girls.“The cook’s

quarters were enough for one, why not two?” the senior apprentices had grumbled.“We’re

harpers,” Kelsa said, throwing her arm around a confused and reluctant Nonala. “We should be

with the other apprentices.”“We can’t have girls here!” Vaxoram, the senior apprentice, declared



when he learned the purpose of the canvas partition.“I suppose we could get one of the spare

journeyman’s rooms,” Kelsa said judiciously, knowing full well that Vaxoram was hoping to

make journeyman soon and had been eyeing the vacant rooms proprietarily.“Hrrmph!”

Vaxoram replied, storming out of the dormitory.“Where are you going?” Kelsa called after

him.“To talk to the Masters!”Vaxoram, failing to convince the Masters to provide the girls with

separate quarters, had tried to shame and scare them into demanding it on their own—or

better, to ask to leave the Harper Hall.It started with silly pranks, water left on the floor just

outside the canvas partition. When Nonala tripped and banged her head in the middle of the

night, Kindan moved his bunk close by and kept a wary eye out for further pranksters.It soon

escalated to outright harassment, with the older apprentices actively preventing both girls from

attending classes. Kelsa bore up well under the strain—tough and wiry, she merely elbowed or

pinched her way past the offenders. But Nonala was a milder sort, and the glares and jeers of

the older boys were hard on her.Kindan had only to hear her sobbing softly in her bed one

night to decide that he would no longer tolerate the behavior of the other apprentices. Stealthily

he left his bunk in the night, crossed over to hers, and grabbed her hand. Seeing that he’d

startled her, he smiled and patted her hand in reassurance. Nonala smiled back, sat up, and

hugged him. Kindan held her tightly until he felt her relax, then let her go. Nonala lay back down

in her bed, still holding his hand. He remained there until she fell back asleep, then silently

returned to his bed. As he did, he caught sight of Kelsa, smiling at him in approval.The next

day, Nonala had shown remarkable skill in defending herself when another prankster tried to

trip her, and her would-be assailant found himself sprawled on the ground.“I’ve three older

brothers,” Nonala told the older boy as she looked down on him. “They taught me how to

fight.”The older apprentice pulled himself up and looked menacingly down at Nonala, his hands

clenched tightly to his sides. Things might have gotten ugly if first Kindan and then Verilan

hadn’t taken a stand on either side of her.“Don’t you need to be in class, Merol?” Verilan had

asked.“You owe her an apology,” Kindan had added, glaring up at the older boy. He and Merol

had tangled once already and since then, Merol had shied away from him. The incident had

occurred not long after Kindan had first been assigned to the Harper Hall and, oddly, it had

involved Merol tripping him, as well. Unfortunately for Merol, it had been just after Kindan’s first

lesson with the Detallor, the Master who taught both dance and defense. Kindan found himself

merely pivoting over the offending foot, catching it with his own, and tugging—with the net

result that Kindan remained standing and Merol was sent sprawling. Merol’s eyes had flashed

angrily, but he had just murmured, “Sorry,” and rushed off to his class.Faced again with an

angry Kindan, Merol had muttered “Sorry” again, this time to Nonala, before slinking off.Since

then, no one bothered Nonala. But it was clear to Kindan that Vaxoram, always the ringleader,

hadn’t changed his attitude one bit.Now here was the entire apprentice class returning from the

morning run up to Fort Hold with Vaxoram in the lead. They couldn’t have failed to notice the

arrival of D’vin’s bronze dragon, so it was obvious that Vaxoram had guided the runners this

way on purpose.“Wow, Kindan, you get to ride dragons a lot!” Verilan called breathlessly as he

and Nonala passed, last in the long line. Kindan smiled and, with a shrug, joined them as they

trotted back toward the Harper Hall. Seeing him, Kelsa circled back from her position near the

front of the group.“How did it go?” she asked.“I was a candidate,” Kindan replied.“You were?”

Verilan asked, eyes wide. “For a dragon?”Kindan nodded. The realization that, had things gone

differently, he wouldn’t be here now but at High Reaches Weyr with a baby dragon all of his

own suddenly burst upon him. The other day he had been too busy helping with the tragedy of

Weyrwoman Jessala’s loss to consider his own situation fully.“I’m not sorry you didn’t Impress,”

Nonala said slowly. “I would have missed you.”“I would have missed you, too,” Kindan



confessed. He looked at the backs of the other runners. “Come on, you’d better catch up or

you’ll get extra chores.”Kindan knew that Masterharper Murenny would expect a full report as

soon as he returned. With a wave, he parted from his friends as they headed for the apprentice

dormitories and made his way up to the Masterharper’s quarters. It was only when he was

outside that he considered that the Masterharper might still be asleep. His desire to “leave

sleeping Masters lie” warred with his conviction that Murenny would want to know as soon as

possible.He had just raised his hand to knock on the door when he heard Master Murenny’s

voice call through it: “Go to the kitchen, Kindan, and bring up some breakfast.”“Yes, Master,”

Kindan replied in astonishment. How had the Masterharper known he was outside the door?

Kindan could guess that Masterharper Murenny would be expecting his report but even

so … Kindan had been quiet on his way up the stairs. Somehow, the Masterharper always

seemed to know.Shaking his head ruefully, Kindan rushed back down the stairs and into the

kitchen.“Back from the Weyr?” Selora, the head cook, asked as soon as she saw him. She

quickly piled a pitcher of klah, several mugs, and a plate of morning rolls onto a tray and thrust

it into his arms.“Thanks, Selora!” Kindan said, grinning at her.She smiled back. “Get going! You

know well enough not to keep harpers waiting for their food.”Moving more slowly to avoid

spilling or dropping anything, Kindan hustled back up to the Masterharper’s quarters.

Overburdened, he balanced on one foot and used the other to knock on the door.“Put it over

there,” the Masterharper said, gesturing to a table even as he closed the door behind Kindan.

Masterharper Murenny’s face was outlined with white stubble and his hair was still sleep-

mussed.Kindan placed the tray down carefully, then immediately opened his mouth to start his

report, but Murenny restrained him with an upraised hand.“Eat,” Murenny ordered. He poured

two mugs of klah and handed one to Kindan. “Drink.”Kindan complied and was surprised to

discover how hungry and thirsty he really was. The Masterharper observed him silently

throughout their meal with a kindly expression. When at last Kindan had leaned back from the

tray, Master Murenny said, “Now, are you ready to report?”Kindan nodded.“First let me say that

while I’m glad you’re here, I would have hoped that perhaps you hadn’t returned,” Master

Murenny said.Kindan shrugged; Master Murenny wasn’t saying anything he hadn’t already

heard.“I’m happy to be a harper,” Kindan said.Master Murenny smiled. “You could still be a

harper and ride a dragon, you know.”“Only if I finish my training.” Kindan had been at the

Harper Hall over a Turn and a half. Apprentices normally didn’t “walk the tables” to become

journeymen until they been at the hall for at least three Turns, and more often, four.Murenny

nodded and motioned for Kindan to continue.“I was present at the Hatching,” Kindan began

and leaned back into his chair, getting comfortable. As he got deeper and deeper into the

report, he found himself wondering how to set it to song and altered his sentences to be more

melodic. In moments, all of Kindan’s fears and worries had faded away to be replaced only by

the spoken song he was relaying.“Well done, well done,” the Masterharper said when Kindan

had finished. He sat briefly, lost in thought. When he looked up again, he murmured, “Well,

Jessala has her rest at last. I imagine it won’t be long before B’ralar seeks his.”“Why, Master?”

Kindan asked, surprised that any dragonrider would consider such an act.“Sometimes the

heart gets so heavy that living is impossible,” Murenny told him. “Unless there’s something to

replace a loss, a person just gives up.”He leaned forward, looking Kindan in the eye. “ ‘Without

hope, there is no future.’ ”Kindan had heard that before. “Can’t we give him hope?”Murenny

shook his head. “We can only give him choices. Hope is something you find for yourself.”Kindan

nodded bleakly. Master Murenny noted his expression and smiled wryly. He leaned back, his

eyes drifting to the ceiling. When he spoke again, his words were distant but heartfelt. “I hope

you never feel that way.”There was a moment’s silence finally broken by the Masterharper, who



jumped up out of his chair decisively. “But now there’s work to be done, a tray to go back to the

kitchen, and you to get to your classes.”“Yes, Master,” Kindan agreed, glad to see the end of

gloomy musings.But it turned out, as the days rolled into seven, and the sevendays into

months, that Kindan found himself lost in gloomy musings. He was distracted, wondering about

Kisk—called Nuelsk, now—the green watch-wher he’d bonded with and then had released into

Nuella’s care. At the time, his bonding with Kisk had seemed like imprisonment, but from the

distance of memory, Kindan found himself remembering how kind the awkward, ugly green

watch-wher had been, and how brave she had been at the end, to take Nuella on a never-

before-attempted ride between to rescue the trapped miners. And he found himself wondering

again what it would have been like to Impress a dragon, to have a pair of great, faceted eyes

whirling anxiously for his well-being, to ride a dragon, to feed it firestone and watch it breathe

flame.His days were filled with feeling overwhelmed by his classes and his various

inadequacies; he had neither Nonala’s skill at crafting song, nor the fierce dedication to the dry,

dusty Records that made Verilan’s eyes bright with excitement. Oh, he could thwart silly pranks

from older apprentices and he gave as good as he got, but that was hardly a harperly calling,

and beyond that, Kindan could think of no talent in which he had a gift.Except perhaps the

drums. Drums on Pern were more than a way to keep a beat; they were the vital lifeblood of

news between Holds and Crafts. Only a dragonrider could travel more swiftly than a drum

message and, as drum messages were available to all, only the drums carried the full news of

Pern.Kindan took to drumming like he’d taken to the coal caves where he’d grown up. He would

listen to the “First Call” of morning and the “Last Call” of night; he loved being the first one to

decipher the codes; he loved wagering how long it would take Vaxoram who, like Kindan,

seemed particularly good at nothing, to decipher the latest messages; and he loved how the

words from distant places gave him the feel of a world-traveler, of someone connected with all

the people of Pern.He was worse at making drums than drumming on them. In fact, he couldn’t

imagine how he could be worse at making things.“You’ll get the hang of it, just keep trying,”

Nonala had told him staunchly the day Kindan had mentioned it.“You will,” Verilan had agreed,

although Kindan felt that his agreement had been more out of loyalty than conviction. “And

you’re so good at the codes.” Verilan had frowned; the drum codes were simply beyond him. He

was built slightly and didn’t have the strength to make the big drums rebound with the volume

needed to traverse outside of Fort Hold’s main valley, and his slow methodical ways made it

difficult for him to decipher the multi-beat codes. By the time he’d deciphered the first beat, the

second beat had already come and gone, lost forever.Vaxoram took great pains to taunt

Kindan on his failures. Kindan sometimes wondered if Vaxoram didn’t gloat over the lackings of

others to distract himself from his own weaknesses, but the older apprentice’s relentless ways

never gave much time to consider the ramifications.The one thing that Vaxoram was good at

was fencing. Finesse, naturally, was not the older apprentice’s forte, but his reach, endurance,

and sheer brutality usually ensured his victory.“You’ve no subtlety,” Master Detallor said to him

at one of their practice sessions. He motioned to Kindan. “You should learn from this youngster.

He seems to understand what I’m saying.”Almost immediately Kindan wished that the Master

hadn’t singled him out so; Vaxoram chose Kindan as his opponent for the next bout. It started

well enough. Kindan got first touch, but then Vaxoram charged forward and—to Kindan’s utter

astonishment—changed hands mid-strike, feinting with an empty right hand and striking a

telling blow with the foil now in his left hand.“Better,” Detallor said as Kindan staggered and

grunted in pain. “But fighting left-handed won’t win against another left-hander,” Detallor

warned, grabbing up a foil himself. “Here, let me show you.”And he proceeded to administer a

left-handed drubbing to Vaxoram that was so ferocious that Kindan forgot the bruise Vaxoram



had made on his own chest.Still, if it weren’t that Kindan wouldn’t give up on his dream of

being a harper, and a Weyr harper at that, he would have left the Harper Hall to free himself

from Vaxoram’s incessant prodding.The autumn weather at Fort Hold was not as bitter as the

biting cold Kindan had experienced at Camp Natalon in Crom Hold, but the rains seemed to

last longer, the fogs of the morning were thicker and colder—sometimes lasting all day—and

the miserable weather matched his miserable mood.Two months after his return from High

Reaches Weyr, Kindan found himself at the tail end of a wet morning run accompanied, as

usual, by Verilan and Nonala. Verilan was coughing more than usual, a sure sign that he would

be in the infirmary with a nasty cough before the end of the sevenday.The rain had turned the

path beside the road to brown mush, but the packed surface of the road was too hard on their

feet so they stuck with the slick and muddy path. A noise from behind them startled them all,

with Verilan losing his footing and Kindan plowing into him. Both went down and came up

covered in muck and mud. Kelsa took one look at their bedraggled appearance and burst into

giggles.“You two!” she said, still giggling. “You look like you’ve been out making mud

pies.”Nonala said nothing, but she couldn’t keep a smile from her lips.Verilan scowled at them.

Kindan, meanwhile, had turned around to spot the source of the noise. It was difficult in the fog

and rain. Finally he made out a huge dark shape in the distance.“A dragon!”“What will we do?”

Nonala moaned. “We’re not fit to greet him.”“Well, we can’t just turn away,” Verilan said, his last

word breaking into a cough.Kindan nodded and started walking toward the dragon, searching

for its rider. The others followed reluctantly, Nonala occasionally making small distressed

noises to herself.As they approached, the figure of a tall man carrying a heavy object resolved

itself out of the rain.“Kindan!” the rider exclaimed. It was M’tal, Benden’s Weyrleader. “Just who

I was looking for—” He stopped as he took in the sight of their mud-covered bodies. His mouth

quirked into a grin. “Slipped?”Kindan grunted and smiled back. “Yes, my lord.”“It’s M’tal to you,”

the Weyrleader replied firmly. He nodded to the three figures huddling behind him. “Who are

your friends?”Kindan turned to introduce them. “This is Nonala, that’s Kelsa, and this—” He

was interrupted briefly when Verilan erupted into another coughing fit. “—is Verilan.”“You

should see the healer, immediately,” M’tal said, his voice suddenly full of concern. He moved

toward Verilan, then suddenly remembered his burden and thrust it toward Kindan. “Carry this,

while I carry him,” he instructed.“No, no, I’m all right,” Verilan protested, horrified at the thought

of the dragonrider getting covered in mud.“No, you’re not,” Nonala told him. M’tal nodded in

agreement, grabbing Verilan by the waist and hoisting him off the ground. He carried the boy

like a small child.“You’re lighter than a sack of firestone,” he assured the horrorstricken young

harper. With a smile, M’tal said to Kindan, “And, thanks to your friend, firestone can get as wet

as you are now.”Verilan glanced in surprise at Kindan.Somewhat guiltily, Kindan realized that

he hadn’t had time since his return to the Harper Hall to fill his friends in on the discovery that

there were two types of firestone: the traditional firestone, which exploded on contact with

water, and the newly rediscovered firestone, which didn’t explode when in contact with water—

the firestone that had given the fire-lizards their name.“Firestone explodes when wet,” Verilan

declared stubbornly.“Not anymore,” M’tal assured him as they trudged under the arches of the

Harper Hall.“Wow, Kindan!” Verilan called over the dragonrider’s shoulder.“Yes, wow, Kindan,

why didn’t you tell your friends?” Kelsa repeated sourly, glaring at him. Kindan made a

helpless, apologetic gesture, which only earned him a further glare.“Kindan, you’ll need to get

your bundle to a hearth,” M’tal said, “and I’ll need one of you others to guide me to the

infirmary.”“A hearth?” Nonala asked, glancing closely at the bundle Kindan was carrying. For

the first time, Kindan noticed the bundle in his arms; he’d been more concerned with Verilan. It

was heavy, and wrapped well in thick wher-hide. There was some sort of bucket inside the



wrapping—he could feel the shape pressing through the fabric.“They need to be kept warm,”

M’tal said. “I’m afraid I could only get two for the Harper Hall; the rest are for Lord Holder

Bemin.”“Fire-lizard eggs?” Kindan asked, his voice rising, his eyes going wide.“Not the same as

dragon, I know,” M’tal called over his shoulder as he followed after Kelsa, “nor even a watch-

wher. Master Murenny agreed that one would be for you.”“Thank you!” Kindan shouted as M’tal

headed up the stairs. Holding his bundle tighter, he increased his pace as he veered toward the

kitchen. Nonala tagged along after him.“Fire-lizard eggs!” she repeated, her step changing

almost to the sort of bounce that Kelsa most often preferred. “I wonder who will get the other

one?”Kindan shook his head. As exciting as the fire-lizard eggs were, his thoughts had already

turned back to Verilan. The younger boy was always getting sick, especially in winter. Kindan

was particularly alarmed that M’tal had decided to bring him to the infirmary immediately, even

before seeing the Masterharper.“What are you doing here?” Selora demanded as she spied

them. “You’re all wet and mucked up! Don’t you know—” She spied the bundle Kindan had in

his arms. “What’s that?”“Fire-lizard eggs,” Kindan told her quickly. “I’m sorry, Selora, but

Weyrleader M’tal said that they needed to get to the hearth immediately.”“Of course they do,”

Selora snapped, grabbing the wher-hide bundle out of Kindan’s arms and placing it on the

stone-covered floor near the hearth. Deftly, she unwrapped it while Kindan bent down beside

her and Nonala hovered anxiously nearby.“You’re shivering!” Selora declared as she glanced

first at Kindan and then at Nonala. “You need a warm bath, both of you.” Her eyes narrowed.

“And where are the other two, your accomplices?”“M’tal took Verilan up to the infirmary,”

Kindan began.“The infirmary?” Selora exclaimed. “He’s not hurt, is he?”“He’s coughing again,”

Nonala said in her mother-hen voice. Kindan could never understand how a girl with three older

brothers could be so motherly, but that was how Nonala was.“You, then,” Selora snapped to

Nonala peremptorily, “up to the baths. Throw the boys out—they’ve been in too long if they’re

still there.”Nonala froze, her eyes going to Kindan, and Kindan started to rise, torn between the

fire-lizards and protecting his friend from the older apprentices.The interplay was not lost on

Selora. “So, it’s that way, is it?” she asked, nodding sagely. Neither Kindan nor Nonala was able

to get a half-formed protest spoken out loud as Selora barreled over them. “I’d thought so, but I

wasn’t certain.” She glanced at Kindan. “You follow her up, then, and make sure she’s not

harassed.” As Kindan made to protest, Selora shushed him with a hand, her expression

softening. “I’ve looked after fire-lizard eggs before, you know,” she told them. With a wave of her

hand, she said, “Now, go! Both of you, and both of you in the baths.” Her waved hand turned to

a pointed finger as she continued, “And mind you, not the same one, either!”Nonala and

Kindan, both too red with embarrassment to respond, hustled mutely out of the room.“I’ll send

someone up with more coals,” Selora called after them, searching the kitchen for a likely

candidate. Not surprisingly, she had no lack of volunteers, all hoping that the fire-lizard eggs

would hatch in their presence.There were still several apprentices up in the dormitory, including

Vaxoram.“Where were you?” he demanded as they entered. “And where are the other

two?”“Infirmary,” Kindan replied tersely. “Selora sent us up for baths.”“Are you going to wash

her back?” Vaxoram asked, smirking vulgarly. He was rewarded with a scattering of chuckles.

“Mind you, she’s still a bit young, but so are—”“Shut up!” Kindan shouted, his eyes narrowed,

fists clenched at his side.“Kindan …” Nonala said soothingly at his side, as though encouraging

him to drop it.“No,” Kindan told her firmly. He turned back to Vaxoram, raising his head to stare

at the taller boy. “You apologize.”“To her?” Vaxoram demanded, a sneer on his face.“To both of

us,” Kindan replied, stepping toward the older apprentice. Kindan was shivering, and he

realized that not all of it was with rage; some of it was from the cold, wet clothing he

wore.Vaxoram peered down at him consideringly. He shook his head. “I don’t think so.”Kindan’s



temper snapped. In a move that surprised him, he swung his arm swiftly, palm open, and

slapped Vaxoram hard on the cheek.“I challenge you,” he declared.“Kindan, no!” Nonala

cried.But a hot, burning anger had overcome Kindan and her words didn’t even

register.“Challenge me? Do you think the Masters will permit it?” Vaxoram snorted. He bore

down on Kindan. “No, I’ll beat you to a pulp here and now, and you’ll not tell anyone, or I’ll do it

to you and your friends.”Some of the other apprentices looked at one another

apprehensively.“Kindan,” Nonala pleaded. Kindan heard her worry for him, but he also felt her

concern for the long-term repercussions. She knew as well as he did that if he gave in now,

Vaxoram would not only torment him more but would also see it as permission to harass both

Nonala and Kelsa. He couldn’t allow that, no matter what.“No, you won’t,” he said. “And if you

beat me, I’ll still be here and I won’t give in.”“Let’s see,” Vaxoram said, slamming a fist down

into Kindan’s nose and lips, pulping them.Kindan felt his teeth rip into his lips and swallowed

the hot blood that spewed from the tattered inside of his mouth. It only made him angrier. He

swung, but Vaxoram had stepped back, smirking, admiring his handiwork. Then Vaxoram bore

in again for another blow to Kindan’s jaw, but before he connected, a voice rang out.

“Hold!”Everyone in the room froze as Weyrleader M’tal stormed into the room.“What is going

on here?” the dragonrider demanded, turning from Kindan to Vaxoram, his eyes narrowing as

he took in Nonala’s distraught, teary-eyed face.“I challenge Vaxoram,” Kindan said, his words

slurred with blood and pain. “I call him a coward and a bully and a man who would use his

strength to have a woman.”There were gasps from the entire room, including M’tal and Nonala.

Eyes locked onto Kindan. In front of him, Vaxoram’s anger was a palpable thing; the older lad’s

breathing was ragged and outraged.
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FRED MASSEY, “A New Beginning!. For me, this has been emotionally the hardest of the

Series to read so far. It begins with a tragedy leading to the start of character development in a

small boy, Kindan. Through an increasing series of more challenging difficulties, without

realizing it, he is being prepared to face the most difficult challenge of his life: one that

threatens all of PERN.This story brought tears of sadness and joy to me, as I read of his
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adventures in learning accountability, accepting responsibility, and dealing with loss in family,

friendship, fellowship, and love. This is a story of how he grew up to be a quiet strong man

dedicated to serving others. It represents the making of a true leader.”

Sam Mishael, “I think this may be the best Pern story since we were introduced to Lessa. I

can’t stop crying. There is a friggin pandemic worse than in Moretta’s ride. Characters you

love, die, like a George R R Martin story. But there are also characters you love that survive

unbearable sorrow to help the Halls, Holds and Weyrs find a way to help each other and

survive. READ THIS BOOK.I have just retired and have binged re-reading the Pern series

after 30 years. It’s so worth it. But had not come across the continuing series by Todd

McCaffrey before. Dragon Harper is the third by Todd and while the first two were good, the

third is as good as the best his mother ever wrote. Read the Todd books in orderThe ending is

happy,  But only after a lot of sorrow.”

K. M. Martin, “Plague on Pern. DRAGON HARPER stars apprentice harper Kindan. It begins

with him standing up for the girl apprentices from bullying by an older apprentice Vaxoram.

They fight a duel with the loser becoming a servant to the winner. Kindan wins and is

determined to redeem Vaxoram. But events intervene....A new virulent plague is infesting all of

Pern and threatens to kill everyone. The Dragonriders need to stay away from the infected

Holds because Pern won't survive the next Threadfall without the Dragonriders. And it isn't long

before the trusted elders at Harper Hall succumb to it, leaving the fate of Pern in the hands of

Kindan and his fellow apprentices.There is a romance too. Both the Lord Holder's daughter

Koriana and Kindan impress two from a clutch of fire lizards and fall in love. But the Lord

Holder isn't going to let his daughter marry a lowly harper.This was an entertaining story that

makes me eager to read the next book in the Pern series.”

sunglasslady19, “Kindan the young Harper apprentice is friends with Dragon Riders and

miners and harpers. This is how he grew to be the best the. Kindan was always in trouble

because of his guestioning mind. At the same he was making friends with the very ones who

appreciated his quests. The lead to unusual answers to things needing fixing. The master

Harper supervised his training and allowed some leeway in the growth of Kindan. After all he

was attached to a former green watch weyr, he was friends with Dragon Riders and Miners,

and he had befriended the weaker apprentices at Harper hall.Kindan fights a duel to protect

the girls of Harper hall from harassment. In winning the fight he becomes responsible for the

loser and make a great friend. But a plague hits Pern and Kindan is called on to grow up fast

and try to find a way to bring Weyr, hold, hall, and dragon riders to the aid of Pern.This is a

very heartbreaking story of the devastation a plague can bring. But is also the story of a young

mans growth in awfull times and the strength that has been brought to the survivors .”

Shay Tracy, “Devastating. A devastating read during a pandemic when I'm already drowning in

real life stories about people choking and trying to read.I love Kindan and his group of

outcasts, and this book is less focused on dragons and their riders than a regular Pern book-

and I love it.Can't stop crying, but this is another great story of Pern.”

El, “That being said I do like the characters and I got very invested in them .... The first thing

with the time knot books that Todd McCaffrey has written is that they are a tad confusing and

difficult to get into. It is hard to tell how much of that is the time traveling concept and how much

of that is the writing style of the author. That being said I do like the characters and I got very



invested in them and their story. I also got the feeling that Todd was settling into his story and

writing style a little better. These books only make sense if you read them all together so as a

whole even though some books weren't my favorite I really liked the whole story line over all

and will read it again.I will read this book again and look forward to other Todd McCaffrey Pern

books.”

Jonno in UK, “Probably the most moving Perm story I have read. Humour, sadness, courage,

fortitude, love, grief and mourning. They are all there in plenitude, along with strong characters

and bold storylines, with joy in the finale.In all, a damned good read!”

Martin Dexter, “Dragon harper. I borrowed the book read it loved it and handed it back but

wanted my own copy!”
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